CSI Web Adventures: CASE 3

Name ______________________

Go to http://forensics.rice.edu/ and click “Case Three: The Burning Star” to complete this worksheet.

1. Talk to DR. GIL GRISSOM to answer these questions.
   (A) What is the crime? ________________________________
   (B) What tools will you need? __________________________
   (C) Click on the tools you’ll need and read the information provided.

2. Click the LOCATIONS tab and go to the CRIME SCENE. Talk to STOKES to help you answer these questions. You may need to talk to them more than once! Remember to list any evidence you find in the box.
   (A) Who found the car? __________________________________
   (B) Use your TOOLS to gather evidence at the crime scene. List the items in the box at right.

3. Return to HEADQUARTERS and find the MORGUE. Talk to the doctor to help you answer these questions.
   (A) Who was the victim? ________________________________
   (B) How long did death occur? __________________________
   (C) What was the cause of death? ________________________

4. Exit to the hallway and make your way to the LAB to process your evidence. Talk to WILLOWS and choose two pieces of evidence to analyze. Write down what you learned about the items in the box.

5. Return to the MORGUE. Follow the directions to complete the task.

6. Go to the AGENT'S OFFICE. What did you learn?

7. Check your messages.
   (A) What did your message say? ________________________
   (B) Where do you need to go now? ______________________
   (C) What did you learn from talking to the mother and boyfriend?

   (D) What evidence did you find at the house? List the items in the box at right.
8. Go to the LAB and test the DNA you collected. What does it tell you?

9. Check your messages.
   (A) What do you need to do? ________________________________
   (B) What did he tell you this time? ________________________________
   (C) What evidence did you collect? Write it in the evidence box on the front of this worksheet.

10. Return to the LAB to analyze all of your evidence. Write down what you learned about the items in the box on the front of this page.

11. Use what you have learned to solve the crime. Write your conclusion on in the space below.

   FINAL CASE REPORT
   What does the evidence tell you? Write your conclusion in the space below.
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________